
Healthy, Economic, Disciplined Bodies 
SURFBATHING AND SURF LIFESAVING IN AUSTRALIA 

AND NEW ZEALAND, 1890-1950 

MANY AUSTRALIANS and New Zealanders escape the rigours and stresses 
of modern life at the beach. There they relax, lounge, picnic, play games, explore 
and go surfbathing. The latter, a portmanteau term for bathing, swimming and 
frolicking in ocean waters and among the waves, is an integral component of 
contemporary beach culture. Orthodox histories of surfbathing in Australia and 
New Zealand typically begin with the functionalist assumption that it is a natural 
activity, synonymous with sunshine, clear and warm water, golden sands, and 
curling waves. Frank Margan and Ben Finney, for example, claim that 'it was 
only a matter of time' before Australians 'took the plunge',1 while Stephen 
B arnett and Richard Wolfe believe that it was 'inevitable, given [New Zealand's] 
equable climate and access by the vast majority of its population to a wealth of 
fine beaches, t ha t . . . swimming in the sea would eventually be commonplace' ,2 

But there is nothing natural about surfbathing: indifference is strong in many 
congenial climates and alluring settings.3 Furthermore, in the nineteenth century 
many local governments prohibited surfbathing. In short, culture (and, in 
particular, attitudes towards the presentation of the body in public) is the 
principal determinant of surfbathing. 

An examination of the cultural conditions which initially restricted the public 
display of the bathing body, together with the transformation of those conditions, 
is therefore necessary to understand the history of surfbathing in the two 
countries. According to the dominant view, initially propagated in the 1930s by 
officials of the Surf Life Saving Association of Australia (SLSAA), who were 
delving into the origins of their association, the first surfbathers were young 
rebels who defied repressive and prudish Victorian laws that prohibited bathing 
in public.4 However, surfbathing was never a generational issue. Rather it was 
a site of tension and debate within the middle classes. Medical practitioners, 
health faddists and small business interests claimed that surfbathing was a 

1 Frank Margan and Ben Finney, A Pictorial History of Surfing, Sydney, 1970, p.131. 
2 Stephen Barnett and Richard Wolfe, At the Beach: The Great New Zealand Holiday, Auckland, 

1993, p.8. 
3 BenFinney, 'SurfboardinginOceania' , WienerVolkerkundlicheMitteilungen,2(l959),pp.23-
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4 Kent Pearson, Surfing Subcultures of Australia and New Zealand, Brisbane, 1979, p.64. 
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healthy sport that contributed to local economies; moralists condemned it as an 
indecent pastime. 

The development of surfbathing in Australia and New Zealand was organized, 
early this century, by middle-class factions within both countries. They estab-
lished clubs which became the foundations of surf lifesaving associations. 
Although initially reluctant to assist the surfbathing clubs, local councils quickly 
reappraised their positions and accepted them as a way to defray the costs of 
ensuring surfbathers' safety. Yet, despite their identical class composition and 
similar objectives, the lifesaving movements in Australia and New Zealand 
adopted distinct philosophies. These reflected critical variations in the socio-
political circumstances. 

In eighteenth-century England, medical practitioners alerted the aristocracy to 
the therapeutic benefits of bathing in cold sea water. Under this aristocratic 
patronage, the middle classes adopted bathing as a healthy pastime, which they 
pursued as a recreational activity and developed into the sport of swimming. 

However, in the nineteenth century, moralists voiced their concerns about 
indecently exposed swimmers and bathers. Richard Rutt describes many inter-
ventions by English moralists.5 In New South Wales, the governor, Lachlan 
Macquarie, in 1810 banned bathing at the government wharf and dockyard, 
describing it as an 'indecent and improper custom' ,6 Two decades later, the New 
South Wales government prohibited bathing in all waters exposed to public view 
between 6.00a.m. and 8.00p.m.7 A city by-law in Christchurch similarly prohib-
ited public bathing in the Avon River.8 

For most of the nineteenth century, bathing and swimming were minority 
activities. Males and females bathed separately, and one could always find an 
isolated river or beach. The presentation of the body was, in itself, not an issue. 
Judging from the following account of the official opening of Dunedin's St Clair 
seawater baths in 1884, the state of swimmers' undress attracted minimal 
attention: 

Shortly after 4 o 'clock Mr Calder [the local mayor] stepped out of the bathing house and 
approached the brink of the w a t e r . . . addressing the crowd, he s a i d . . . that they now had 
saltwater baths wherein they could bathe with security and enjoyment. The speaker then 
divested himself of his overcoat, and showed himself to be arrayed in nature's garb, with 
the exception of a pair of bathing trunks, and without more ado took a 'header' , followed 

5 Richard Rutt, 'The Englishman's Swimwear', Costume, 24 (1990), pp.70-71. 
6 Veronica Raszeja, A Decent and Proper Exertion, Sydney, 1992, p.30. 
7 Under Act 4 William IV, No.7, 1833, the government prohibited bathing in Sydney Cove and 

Darling Harbour between 6.00a.m. and 8.00p.m. In 1838, 2 Victoria II, No.2 extended the ban on 
bathing 'near to or within view of any public wharf, quay, bridge, street, road or other place of public 
resort within the limits of any towns . . . between the hours of six o'clock in the morning and eight 
in the evening'. In 1901, at federation, the bans on bathing in NSW were inscribed in Section 77 of 
the Police Offenses Act, Act No.5. 

8 'Early Days of Life Saving in New Zealand', Royal Life Saving Society, New Zealand Journal, 
Eightieth Anniversary Issue (1992), p.5. 
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by about a dozen similarly attired persons . The Industrial School Band was in a t tendance, 
and considerably enl ivened the proceedings by p laying a number of selections.9 

Nuisance inspectors policed the bathing hours in Australia, although they took 
little action against the unclad. The mayor of Manly instructed Inspector Leahy 
in 1899 to ignore those who bathed naked before 7.00a.m.10 

Public presentation of the bathing body became a legal and moral issue in 
Australia and New Zealand only in the last decade of the nineteenth century. In 
1891, Manly council passed new by-laws requiring bathers to wear costumes at 
all times." Napier Borough Council and the Dunedin Ocean Beach Domain 
Board followed in the mid-1890s. Their by-laws demanded that bathers wear 
'decent' and 'proper' costumes.12 Section 10 of the Dunedin by-laws went 
further and banned bathing 'on any part of the beach under the control of the 
Board'; the law confined bathers to the St Clair baths.13 

At issue was the middle classes' rapidly growing obsession with health, and 
what Christopher Lasch called the 'therapeutic outlook'.14 While the established 
upper classes, who possessed high volumes of both economic and cultural 
capital, were self-assured and indifferent to the gaze of others and viewed 
promenading and open bathing as social pleasures, the middle classes, especially 
those factions which had invested time and effort in acquiring cultural capital, 
were less secure and less confident in their bodies.15 In the late nineteenth century 
these new middle-class factions exposed themselves to endless private and 
public examination 'for tell tale symptoms of psychic stress, for blemishes and 
flaws', and 'for reassuring indications that . . . life is proceeding according to 
schedule'.'6 The beach became a favourite site among health faddists, physi-
cians, physical educators, Utopians and the like, a place where they could display 
their therapeutic outlook. By World War I they would legitimize the revealed 
body and supplant the reserved, modest, restrained and hidden Victorian body. 
But initially the therapeutic outlook fuelled an hysteria among conservative 
middle-class moralists. These 'agents of disgust', as Freud called them,17 or 'Mrs 
Grundies' as they were popularly known in Australia and New Zealand,18 

9 'The St Clair Baths', Otago Daily Times (ODT), 15 December 1884. 
10 Manly Pound Keeper's Book, 14 May 1889, Manly Municipal Library. 
11 Manly Pound Keeper's Book, 27 April 1891. 
12 Barnett and Wolfe, p.24. 
13 Dunedin Ocean Beach Domain Board, By-law 1, St Clair Public Baths, Section 2 and Section 

10, 1 November 1895. 
14 Christopher Lasch, The Culture of Narcissism, New York, 1979. 
15 Mike Featherstone, 'Leisure, Symbolic Power and the Life Course', in John Home, David Jary 

and Alan Tomlinson, eds, Sport, Leisure and Social Relations, London, 1987, p. 126. 
16 Lasch, p.49. 
17 Peter Stallybrass and Allon White, The Politics and Poetics of Transgression, London, 1986, 

p. 188. 
18 According to the Oxford Dictionary, Mrs Grundy represents the tyranny of social opinion in 

matters of conventional propriety. The original Mrs Grundy was the neighbour in Thomas Morton's 
play Speed the Plough, 1798. See also, Peter Fryer, Mrs Grundy: Studies in English Prudery, 
London, 1963. 
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insisted that bathers lacked restraint and self-control over bodily desires, and that 
bathing stimulated desire for flesh, aroused erotic thoughts, and encouraged 
sexual crimes. The result was a debate and struggle over daylight bathing. 

Australian and New Zealand surfbathers wanted to bathe in daylight while 
moralists argued that such activity would corrupt the social order. In 1893 local 
councillors described as 'disgraceful' the young men who bathed at Devonport 
in 'full view of passers-by in a perfectly nude condition'.19 James Wilson 
complained to the New South Wales Legislative Council in 1901 about 'men in 
an absolute state of nudity', who appeared at the public baths in the Domain.20 

The Local Authorities Act and the Municipal Authorities Act empowered local 
councils in New South Wales and New Zealand respectively to pass by-laws 
governing bathers' behaviour and dress. Within Sydney, Manly and Randwick 
imposed an 8.00a.m. curfew, although Waverley permitted bathing at Little 
Coogee (now Clovelly) at all hours provided bathers were 'properly and 
becomingly clad'. The New South Wales police, however, continued to pros-
ecute bathers under Section 77 of the Police Offenses Act.21 

Legal jousting and the courts eventually settled the debate. In October 1902, 
William Gocher, proprietor and editor of the Manly and North Sydney Daily, 
announced, through the paper, that he would defy the law and bathe during 
daylight hours at Manly. Gocher wanted a test case. On three consecutive 
Sundays he bathed at midday in a neck-to-knee costume. On approaching and 
leaving the water he wore a mackintosh over his costume. Inspector-General 
Fosbery declined to prosecute Gocher. Fosbery's discretion becomes clearer in 
the light of a police report dealing with a similar incident the following month. 
In November 1902, Waverley Council requested Fosbery to prosecute naked 
bathers who ran along the beach and who 'appear to take great delight in this 
somewhat distusing [sic] habit, to the annoyance of residents and others' ,22 Two 
constables proceeded to Bondi Beach where they recorded the names and 
addresses of 15 bathers, two of whom wore neck-to-knee bathing costumes and 
the remainder 'small trunks'. In their report the police noted that all the bathers 
were 'respectable men and residents of the district'. They did not observe any 
bathers naked or undressing in public view. Further investigation revealed that 
the complainant was Mr Farmer, the lessee of Bondi baths. He paid the council 
£ 150 per annum and was 'annoyed at seeing so many people enjoying a free 
bath'.23 Fosbery thus concluded that 'so long as bathers wear suitable costume 
and public decency is not outraged, I am unable to see that a practice permitted 
for so many years should be stopped. Indeed, I do not suppose that the 
magistrates would inflict penalties for any breach of the Act . . . . Unless, 
therefore, I receive instructions from the government to the contrary, I do not see 

19 Barnett and Wolfe, p. 17. 
20 NSW Government, Legislative Council Debates, 1901, col. 1708. 
21 'Commotion at Little Coogee', Sydney Morning Herald (SMH), 2 June 1902. 
22 Borough of Waverley to the Inspector-general of Police, 12 November 1902. Legislative 

Assembly, Tabled Paper 1902/884, NSW Parliamentary Archives, Sydney. 
23 Police Report, Sub-Inspector J. McDonald to Superintendent N. Larkins, 13 November 1902, 

Tabled Paper 1902/884. 
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my way to take action beyond instructing the police that decency is to be 
observed.'24 Manly council initially refused to sanction daytime bathing. With-
out police support, however, it had little choice but to repeal the by-law in 
November 1903.25 

Failed prosecutions paved the way for daylight bathing in New Zealand. When 
Christchurch police charged a local man with violating bathing by-laws in 
December 1909, a stipendiary magistrate ridiculed the prosecuting constable 
and held the by-laws to be ultra vires and unreasonable.26 Similar circumstances 
occurred in Dunedin several months later. In March 1910 Dunedin police 
charged Quinton McKinnon and brothers Frank and Albert Gurr with violating 
local by-laws by bathing after 7.30a.m.27 Like the Gocher case in New South 
Wales, the Dunedin courts never adjudicated the legal arguments for and against 
daylight bathing. Magistrate J.R. Bartholomew agreed with the bathers' solicitor 
that the Ocean Beach Domain Board, in requesting an adjournment, had failed 
to act with promptitude and he dismissed the charges without prejudice.28 

Cases such as these opened the way for daylight bathing in Australia and New 
Zealand. Bathing became an accepted, and popular, practice. But moralists were 
not silenced: they insisted on new costume regulations that would ensure 
decency on the beaches. 

According to devotees, surfbathing produced youthful, attractive bodies. The 
Australian Star recommended that the public acquaint itself with 'the brown 
skinned specimens of manhood who spend their weekends at the beach'.29 

J.Q.X., a columnist in the Dominion, praised the 'quick, free movements' of 
youthful 'brown limbs . . . on the level sands' at Lyall Bay. 'It is only at siich a 
time', J.Q.X. added, 'that one sees how truly graceful is the figure of the ordinary 
healthy youth'.30 A correspondent to Napier's Daily Telegraph poetically 
described the beauty of the revealed human body: 'trunks (watertight) display 
every lovely curve and crease as the sportive mermaids rear themselves to the 
embrace of Father Neptune, or as they race out alongside an Adonis for a 
flirtation and a sunbath'.31 

Supporters also portrayed surfbathers as national assets against the inevitabil-
ity of war. A.W. Relph, a founding member of the Manly Surf Club, claimed that 
the surfbathing race comprised fine, healthy men, 'quite equal to their brothers 

24 Police Report, Inspector-General Fosbery to the Chief Secretary, 14 November 1902, Tabled 
Paper 1902/884. 

25 Mark Doepel, 'The Emergence of Surf Bathing and Surf Life Saving at the Holiday Resort of 
Manly, 1850-1920', MA thesis, University of New South Wales, 1985, pp.30-31. 

26 'Mixed Bathing', Evening Post (EP), (Wellington), 1 March 1910. Efforts to find more details 
about this case have been unsuccessful. 

27 In 1905, following a petition presented by two surfbathers, the Ocean Beach Domain Board 
suspended Section 10 of By-Law 1 and allowed people to swim in the sea between 5.00a.m. and 
7.30a.m. provided they wore 'proper costume'. Minutes of the Dunedin Ocean Beach Domain Board, 
18 December 1905, Dunedin City Council Archives. 

28 'St Clair Bathing Cases. Domain Board Unprepared. Cases Dismissed', ODT, 5 April 1910. 
29 'The Sun Bath', Australian Star (AS), 14 October 1907. 
30 J.Q.X., 'On the Sandhills', Dominion, 28 March 1910. 
31 Letter to the editor, Daily Telegraph (DT) (Napier), 31 January 1911. 
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who live outback in the bush and open air of the country', and that 'when 
Australia needs them, as some day no doubt she will, these men, trained athletes, 
tanned with the sun on the beaches, strong and brawny with the buffeting in the 
surf, will be well fitted to take up their trust and do duty for their country'.32 

Lastly, surfbathing appeared as a panacea for the ills of urban life. 'We are an 
open air people', declared Sydney's Evening News, and 

in these days when the 'return-to-nature' theory is looked upon with increasing favour, 
the getting of as much sunshine and fresh air as possible is coming to be looked upon as 
a moral duty. Sand, surf, sunshine and the free winds of heaven make up the prescription 
which is confidently recommended as a sort of universal medicine . . . . This, if not the 
elixir of life, must surely be part of it, and is certain to tone up the system and lengthen 
the life. It is plain that he who wishes for a royal road to health and happiness should take 
the first step to it by getting sunburnt, it is well understood that a well-browned skin is 
much healthier than a white one. So the sun-worshipper looks with pity upon his pallid 
brother as one who stupidly neglects a most evident good, and, in fact one who falls short 
somehow in the standard of true manliness.33 

J.Q.X. concurred. Surely, the columnist suggested, 'exposure to wind and 
sunshine, even on Lambton Quay', would 'make for health and vigour'. And, 
'would not our natural and proper vanity, deprived of all aid of tailoring, express 
itself in more shapely and muscular limbs, more erect and graceful carriage? And 
after a generation or two, would it not be rare indeed to see a sick body amongst 
us? Would n o t . . . the light covering of the surfbathers do more for our eugenical 
future than all our hospitals, military drills and medical inspection?'34 

Moralists agreed that surfbathing was an 'invigorating and healthy pastime'.35 

But they feared that indecent and wanton behaviour would 'retard progress' and 
undermine 'the common standards of propriety that prevail amongst civilised 
nations'.36 Moralists inundated the press, with protests about bathers' costumes, 
sunbathing and mixed bathing. 'One Disgusted' inveighed against 'vulgar 
beasts' who lay on the beach at Napier, 'absolutely nude with the exception of 
a towel'.37 'A Mother of Girls' said that the 'heaps of sprawling men and lads, 
naked, but for a nondescript rag around their middle' had forced her to leave 
Sydney's Balmoral beach.38 

Moralists frequently compared the behaviour of surfbathers to animals. 'Daily 
Dipper' said that sunbathers 'put themselves on the same level as dogs'39 while 

32 A.W. Relph, 'Life Saving Methods', SMH, 26 September 1908. 
33 'The Value of Sunshine', Evening News (EN), 12 October 1907. See also, 'Benefits of Sea 

Bathing', AS, 15 October 1907. 
34 J.Q.X., 'On the Sandhills'. 
35 Archbishop Kelly cit. Frank Crowley, Modern Australia in Documents, 1901-1939, Melbourne, 

1973,1,p.l77. 
36 Letter to the editor from 'An Onlooker', EP, 31 January 1910; letter to the editor from 'A Mere 

Man', SMH, 7 February 1907. 
37 Letter to the editor, DT (Napier), 24 January 1911. 
38 Letter to the editor, SMH, 12 February 1907. 
39 Letter to the editor from 'Daily Dipper', SMH, 1 February 1907. 
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'Disgrace' likened surfbathers, 'basking their naked bodies in the sun', to 
'alligators watching for their prey'.40 Moralists labelled surfbathers 'black-
guards' and 'larrikins'. 'One Indignant' rebuked 'yahoos' who used the beach 
for the 'purpose of exhibiting their nakedness under the pretence of bathing',41 

and Sydney' s Daily Telegraph described 'dirty ignorant louts. . . dirty bodily and 
mentally', who go to the beach 'not to bath, but to indulge unchecked in . . . 
horseplay'.42 

Moralists' outcries forced local councils to pass by-laws regulating swimwear 
and sunbathing. A major problem with the standard Canadian neck-to-knee 
costume was that it became transparent and revealed too much of the wearer's 
figure and anatomy when wet. Councils ordered male bathers to wear trunks, of 
dark material, either inside or outside the costume; females were required to wear 
a loose-fitting tunic, also of dark material, over their neck-to-knee costumes. 

Surfbathers opposed strict costume regulations which they said undermined 
the benefits of surfbathing. R.D. Meagher, a member of the New South Wales 
Legislative Council, said that if surfbathing was to have a ' salutary effect on skin, 
nerves, and tissue' then saltwater and sunlight must strike the body. But Meagher 
also accused moralists of failing to acknowledge the new, independent, Austral-
ian: 'Where is Mrs Grundy going to stop? Our Australian girls no longer consider 
it good to wear pale and uninteresting complexions like the heroine of the 
"Young Ladies' Journal", but are devotees to Old Sol and Neptune - these bronze 
Venuses, with Ozone in their nostrils, and vitality in their constitutions, are to be 
the robust mothers of the vigorous race which is to hold white Australia against 
all comers.'43 'Baldhead' warned that New Zealand was 'in the claws of Mrs 
Grundy'. He challenged 'her' morality: 'when a community ceases to be natural, 
when people see indecency everywhere . . . it is a clear sign of mental decay, of 
moral collapse, incipient degeneracy, and of doom'. There was nothing wrong, 
he insisted, with 'healthy, jolly girls, full of life, to be gambolling on a beach, or 
strong, well made athletes to run about with bathing trunks only'.44 

Two antagonistic moralities — an old morality and a new morality — emerge 
in this debate. At the centre of the old morality is 'a fear of pleasure and a relation 
to the body made up of reserve, modesty and restraint'. The new morality 
combined pleasure with, among other things, the search for self-expression, 
bodily expression, and a cult of personal health.45 Revealed surfbathing bodies 
became symbols of the new morality, a morality which concerned the presenta-
tion of the European body, and did not dampen prevailing racist sentiments. 
Local councils in Sydney attempted to reconcile the two moralities, but their 
actions prompted protests by surfbathers. 

40 DT (Napier), 30 January 1911. 
41 Letter to the editor, DT (Napier), 25 January 1911. 
42 Cit. Sean Brawley, Vigilant and Victorious: A Community History of the Collaroy Surf Life 

Saving Club, Collaroy Beach, 1995, p.l 1. 
43 'The New Bathing Regulations. More Opinions', EN, 14 October 1907. 
44 Letter to the editor, Dominion, 5 February 1910. 
45 Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste, London, 1984, 

p.367. 
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In October 1907, Manly, Randwick and Waverley councils met with the local 
government branch of the Public Works Department to draft a new set of beach 
ordinances. According to the proposed by-laws, bathing costumes would 'cover 
the body from the neck to the bend of the knee; and be of such material as not to 
disclose the colour of the skin [and] . . . shall consist of complete combinations, 
together with a tunic worn over the combinations, both covering the body from 
the neck to the knee, and the tunic shall have sleeves reaching to at least half way 
from the shoulder to the elbow'. The draft ordinances also prohibited males and 
females mixing on the beaches, undressing and dressing in public view, 'loiter-
ing on the beach clad only in bathing costume', and sunbathing outside special 
enclosures. The proposed law also required bathers in costume to take the most 
direct route between the dressing pavilions and the water.46 Waverley mayor, 
R.G. Watkins, defended the proposals. 'Some of these surfbathers are nothing 
but exhibitionists', who go about 'in a worse manner than if they were nude', he 
said.47 

Surfbathers interpreted 'tunics' as 'skirts' and staged demonstrations at 
Manly, Coogee and Bondi beaches against what they said would undermine 
Australian manhood. At Bondi, 250 male bathers donned skirts of various 
descriptions and marched along the beach. Reporters from the Evening News 
filed an account of the protest: 

The manner in which the spectators, men and women alike, joined in the humour of the 
thing was evidence of the popularity of the surfbathers, while at the same time the 
onlookers were afforded an object lesson which plainly indicated the absurdity of the skirt 
idea as applied to men. 

The utmost good humour prevailed on the beach. There were repeated cries of 'Are we 
downhearted?' and 'Will you wear the skirt?' to all of which came a deafening 'No ' . Then 
someone sang out, 'Well, let us laugh'. But this was unnecessary, for the spectators, as 
in fact everybody on the beach, processionists included, were already laughing to their 
hearts content. They had entered earnestly into the humour of the thing, but, at the same 
time, they were there to heap such ridicule on the skirt ordinance as would successfully 
kill it for all time.48 

Laughter is a potent strategy of resistance and the protesters forced local 
councils to retreat. The new beach ordinances, promulgated seven months later, 
made no reference to 'tunics'.49 But surfbathers had learned a valuable lesson; 
they needed an umbrella association to advocate the benefits of surfbathing, to 
counter moralists' attacks, and to represent their interests. Sydney surfbathers 
had begun forming local surf clubs in 1906 and 1907, and at the start of the 1907-8 

46 Emphasis added in main quote, 'Surf Bathing and Swimming-baths. The Proposed New 
Regulations', EN, 14 October 1907. 

47 Cit. Doepel, 'Surf Bathing', p.41, and 'Surf Bathing — More Trouble Brewing', AS, 17 
October 1907. 

48 'Surf Bathers' Revolt. A Demonstration at Bondi', EN, 21 October 1907. 
49 Local Government Act 1906, Ordinance No.52, Public Baths and Bathing, NSW Government 

Gazette, 14 May 1908, para.3. 
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season officials from these clubs, the New South Wales Head Centre of the Royal 
Life Saving Society (RLSS),50 and the New South Wales Swimming Association 
established the Surf Bathing Association of New South Wales (SBANSW).51 In 
New Zealand surfbathers formed the first clubs in 1910 and 1911.52 In both 
countries these clubs became the foundations of lifesaving movements. 

The lifesaving movements constitute the formal organization of surfbathing in 
Australia and New Zealand. Before the 1950s the philosophy of these two 
movements differed as a response to specific local conditions. In New South 
Wales, the 'skirt' issue acted as a catalyst for the formation of a politically 
motivated umbrella organization, SB A, which sought to legitimize surfbathing 
and gain control of local beaches: lifesaving was simply the means to those ends. 
In New Zealand, lifesaving developed as a purely humanitarian activity and as 
an end in itself. As a result, the first surfbathing clubs maintained closer 
relationships with the RLSS longer than those in Australia. But before compar-
ing the nature of organized surfbathing in Australia and New Zealand, it is 
necessary to analyse the economic history of early lifesaving in both countries. 
The economic interests of the early leaders and advocates of lifesaving — many 
of who were land speculators and property developers, or owners of food, 
transport, souvenir and entertainment businesses that depended on beach tour-
ists53 — is an area that most historians of surf lifesaving have ignored. Standard 
histories have focused, almost exclusively, on the humanitarian objectives of 
lifesaving, but it was on the basis of economic considerations that local councils 
approved the volunteer rescue services organized by surfbathers. This approval 
encouraged bathers to establish formal lifesaving clubs. 

Middle-class gentlemen and public figures stood at the helms of the new surf 
clubs in Australia and New Zealand. Ironically, however, their economic and 
social interests meant that they were as conservative as those moralists who 
opposed surfbathing. At the founding meeting of the Manly Surf Club, inaugural 
president Frank Donovan recommended that the 'officers and committee be men 
of some standing'. According to one press report, half of the initial 600 members 
of Manly were 'leading citizens', including its patron, the state governor.54 

Likewise, 'men of standing' promoted surfbathing in New Zealand. John Brodie, 
the inaugural president of the Worser Bay Amateur Surf Lifesaving and 
Swimming Club was mayor of Miramar;55 D.C. Cameron, who chaired the 

50 A London based organization founded in 1892 by William Henry and Archibald Sinclair. 
51 J R . Winders, 'Surf Life Saving in Australia', undated MS, National Council offices of the Surf 

Lifesaving Association of Australia, Sydney. 
52 New Brighton (Canterbury) was formed in July 1910; Lyall Bay (Wellington) August 1910; 

Worser Bay (Wellington) December 1910; Pacific Surf Club (Dunedin) December 1910; Castlecliff 
(Wanganui) January 1911; Sumner (Canterbury) August 1911; and Maranui (Wellington) October 
1911. Norman Ingram, Surf Life Saving in New Zealand, 1952, p.33. 

53 Brawley, Vigilant and Victorious; Sean Brawley, Beach Beyond: A History of the Palm Beach 
Surf Club 1921-1996, Sydney, 1996. 

54 'The Surf Club', Manly and North Sydney Daily, 6 August 1907. See also, Doepel, 'Surf 
Bathing', p.46. 

55 T.E. Christie, ed., A History of the Worser Bay ASLSC, 1910-1961, Wellington, 1961, p.3. 
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meeting which launched the Pacific Surf Club, Dunedin's first surfbathing club, 
was mayor of St Kilda; William Downie Stewart, mayor of Dunedin, advocated 
the formation of a second surfbathing club in the southern city. Belinda Leckie 
concludes that 'virtually all' the foundation members of the St Clair Surf Life 
Saving Club were property owners.56 

Yet neither the social standing of officials, their appeals and criticisms, nor 
their references to the health and medical benefits deriving from bathing, initially 
persuaded local councils to invest in surfbathing. Dunedin's Ocean Beach 
Domain Board gave surfbathers permission to build dressing rooms and lockers 
for storing lifesaving equipment, although it refused to contribute financially.57 

Waverley council debated at length the merits of funding dressing accommoda-
tion for surfbathers. Several aldermen objected on the grounds that bathers did 
not contribute to council coffers.58 Some local ratepayers echoed these senti-
ments. C. Anderson opposed council expenditure of ratepayers' money on '50 
or 60 bathers'.59 Waverley council agreed to erect bathing accommodation 
subject to contributions from the Lands department, the Railway Commission-
ers, and the public.60 

Councillors could not, however, ignore surfbathing's economic contribution. 
After the legalization of daylight bathing, beachside suburbs became popular 
places to live and the beach a favourite site for recreation. Surfbathing officials 
and their supporters recognized the opportunity. Frank Donovan attributed a 
50% growth in Manly's population and huge increases in local property values, 
housing rents and rates to surfbathing.61 In 1912, an official New South Wales 
government inquiry into surfbathing, chaired by John Lord, the president of 
SBANSW, warned that the lack of suitable dressing accommodation would 
hinder 'commercial prosperity, and the increase in land and rental values which 
surfing brings in its train' ,62 The Otago Daily Times said that residents would 
judge the Dunedin Ocean Beach Domain Board harshly if it 'neglect[ed]. . . its 
duties as custodian of the Ocean Beach' and failed to 'provide such facilities as 
will encourage surfbathing and render St Clair an even more attractive spot than 
it now is'.63 Columnist 'Pakeha II' advised that surfbathing would 'make the 
beach a great asset to the city', and urged the 'statutory governing bodies to do 
their duty' of actively encouraging the pastime.64 
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Competition for surfbathers' money persuaded local councils to invest in 
foreshore development. Before the 1907-8 season, Manly and Randwick coun-
cils advertised their respective beaches as Sydney's favourite resorts. Randwick 
council initiated a program of improvements at Coogee, which included a new 
dressing shed with a concrete floor and fresh water, lighting for night bathers, a 
network of footpaths, a bandstand, kiosks, and picnic tables and chairs.65 Quick, 
cheap transport was an essential prerequisite for development. An electrified 
tramline (and bathing sheds, band rotunda and waiting shed) transformed Lyall 
Bay from a 'run for wild pigs and rabbits' to the 'Manly of Wellington'.66 The 
extension of the Manly-Brookvale line to Collaroy Beach in 1912 brought it 
'within easy reach' of day trippers and picnickers from Sydney and 'guaranteed 
the area's continued development'.67 

Economic prosperity did not ameliorate the moral concerns. However, those 
whom historians would later misleadingly call rebels did most to appease the 
moralists by disciplining fellow club members and educating the public about 
the etiquette of surfbathing. Worser Bay Amateur Surf Lifesaving and Swim-
ming Club appointed a costume steward to ensure that 'competitors were 
decently clad in such a way as to avoid casting aspersions on the morals of club 
members'.68 At its first meeting, the St Clair branch of the Pacific Surf Bathing 
Club passed a resolution to 'discourage' members from bathing on Sunday 
afternoons.69 A principal aim of SB ANSW was to determine rules for the proper 
conduct of surfbathers.70 The report of the New South Wales government inquiry 
into surfbathing recommended that councils appoint members of bathing clubs 
as beach inspectors: 'by choosing the older and more responsible members [the 
councils] will secure the aid of men who will use their authority with moderation 
and discretion for the good of the public, and for the advancement of surfbathing'. 
The report objected to sunbathing, which it defined as 'loitering on the beach clad 
only in bathing costume', and to people in bathing costumes mixing with the 
general public. It also recommended that bathers walk from the dressing 
pavilions to the water by the most direct route.71 

Each year large numbers of Australians and New Zealanders drown in the surf 
and safety has always been a major concern of surfbathers. However, economics 
generated much of the historical public debate about safety in the surf. Indeed, 
even William Henry, the founder of the RLSS, told a Dunedin audience during 
a visit in 1910, that every drowning cost the state £300.72It is not surprising that 
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economics should play such an important role, given the class and business 
interests behind organized surfbathing. Foreshore development, increased tour-
ism, and higher property values depended upon safe beaches. In Sydney, local 
realtors at Harbord advertised Freshwater as the 'safest beach in Australia',73 

while the Barrenjoey Land Company, owner of 400 acres on the southern 
headland of Broken Bay, produced a booklet for potential purchasers, which 
described Palm Beach as 'one of the safest—if not the safest — surfing beaches 
in Australia': 'Magnificent breaking rollers, so eagerly sought after by surfers 
are abundantly in evidence. The beach at one end forms itself into a natural 
harbour affording an opportunity for the little folks to bathe and romp in perfect 
safety.'74 Similarly, the Dominion devoted many column inches to Lyall Bay, 
and ran prominent advertisements for land sales. It described the bay as 'well 
suited to be the playground of children, for it slopes very gently, and there is 
plenty of room for them to bathe without getting anywhere near dangerous 
depths . . . . from each point [of the bay] run lines of rocks that serve to protect 
the waters still further from rough weather outside'.75 

In the nineteenth century, local councils assumed authority over local beaches 
and surfbathers, and they passed by-laws to that effect; they also recognized the 
economic contributions made by surfbathing. When it came to accepting 
responsibility for bathers' safety, however, their first reaction was to balk. 
Whereas in North America local authorities employed permanent lifeguards, in 
Australia and New Zealand most councils believed that their responsibility 
ended with the provision of rudimentary equipment and notices. For example, 
Warringah Shire Council, which was responsible for most of Sydney's northern 
beaches, provided 'life lines' — neck-to-waist cork belts attached to 50 yards of 
coir rope and housed in wooden boxes attached to poles.76 But people were 
needed to operate this equipment and to patrol beaches, and surfbathing clubs 
seemed the obvious solution to councils anxious to minimize expenses. Experi-
enced and competent surfbathers had long served as de facto lifesavers and the 
voluntary nature of the clubs enabled the councils to save costs. Manly was one 
of the first councils to employ a lifesaver — a New Zealander, Edward 'Happy' 
Eyre. He patrolled the beach on weekdays and Saturdays, and the Manly Surf 
Club took over on Sundays. For their part, most of the early surfbathing clubs 
affiliated to the RLSS and officials expected their members, especially juniors, 
to learn rescue and resuscitation methods.77 According to the 1907-8 annual 
report of the RLSS's New South Wales branch, 33 surf clubs between Tweed 
Heads in the north and Twofold Bay in the south, were affiliates.78 

However, surfbathing clubs in New South Wales had severed their links with 
the RLSS by 1910, and the SBA instituted its own qualification and award 
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systems. 'Independence' refocused attention on the role and legitimacy of the 
clubs. Local councils and ordinary surfbathers did not automatically welcome 
the clubs, especially when they demanded public land for clubhouses and seized 
large sections of the beach for 'private' use. To enhance their respectability, 
SB ANSW embellished the RLSS's military-style rescue drills and procedures: 
surf carnivals were public displays and featured march-pasts, uniforms, insignia, 
flags and 'strict discipline and concentrated behaviour' ,79 SB ANSW also rede-
fined its 'sole aim' as 'the promotion of lifesaving in the surf 8 0 and assumed a 
'duty of care' for surfbathers. In 1920, the organization reinforced the latter by 
changing its name to the Surf Life Saving Association, which within three years 
had became a national body. These strategies were successful: two years after 
becoming a lifesaving association, the New South Wales government granted it 
an annual subsidy of £200. Over the next two decades, SLSAA took every 
opportunity to advertise itself as a voluntary, humanitarian, safety service. For 
example, it highlighted the number of rescues made each season and the 
cumulative number of 'lives saved'. The cover of SLSAA's 1925 annual report 
claimed that a total of 12,000 lives had been saved since the association's 
foundation in 1907. It was a guesstimate — SLSAA only began to compile 
accurate statistics in 1923 (647 rescues) and, of course, a rescue does not 
necessarily translate into a life saved. In 1932, SLSAA adopted the motto 
'Vigilance and Service' and in 1940 it boasted, for the first of many times, that 
no lives had been lost in the previous season at beaches patrolled by lifesavers. 
SLSAA's humanitarian policy led directly to increased government support. 
Federal and state governments recognized the cost effectiveness of the voluntary 
SLSAA. But among ordinary members, SLSAA's humanitarian policy kindled 
a problem of identity. 

SB ANSW's initial primary objective was 'to advance the sport and pastime of 
surfbathing'. As well as the informal, healthy and invigorating act of 'surf 
shooting' (body surfing and later surfboard riding), the sport of surfbathing 
increasingly referred to a new genre of formal competitions based on patient 
rescue. Although the middle classes regarded sports which encouraged amateur 
ideals — downgrading victory, self-restraint, masking of enthusiasm in victory 
and disappointment in defeat, equalization of outcomes, voluntary compliance 
with the rules, and chivalrous attitudes towards opponents — as forms of moral 
endeavour, the competitive, celebratory and entertainment aspects of the sport 
weakened SB ANSW's public credibility. SLSAA's response was to give greater 
priority to rescue work; this would supposedly ensure organizational autonomy 
on, and control over, the beach. From the late 1930s, SLSAA played down the 
tag of sporting organization. In 1940 it proclaimed: 'We are in a peculiar position 
of being a body formed primarily and principally with the humanitarian object 
of rendering safe the healthy and invigorating pastime of surfbathing, and at the 
same time we are able, by means of competition in our various phases of activity, 
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to introduce into our work a very definite sporting spirit which greatly benefits 
our Association work and our relations with the general public'.81 

The shift presented a problem for the governing association because the new 
emphasis conflicted with the desires of ordinary club members. Surfbathing 
clubs were never bastions of humanitarianism; most people joined the clubs 
simply to use the facilities or for the camaraderie. The first clubs in New South 
Wales were popularly called 'dressing shed syndicates',82 and an early member 
of Manly recalled the club being 'run by . . . old men, who were primarily 
concerned with having a decent dressing place and showers'.83 In 1911, the 
Manly Surf Club (MSC) split after the local council refused to set aside an area 
of beach for a new clubhouse. When the MSC threatened to withdraw its beach 
patrols unless the council acceded, a small group of club members, whom the 
majority called 'disloyalists' and 'beach scavengers', departed and formed the 
Manly Life Saving Club.84 Sean Brawley concluded that 'few if any' people 
joined the Collaroy or Palm Beach clubs for humanitarian reasons. In the case 
of the latter, most joined to 'take advantage' of residential facilities and 
recreational and social activities.85 Several score of unpublished club histories, 
usually written by honorary and amateur historians, support Brawley's conclu-
sions. Of course, while alternative lures are not uncommon in the history of 
voluntary organizations in the twentieth century, including those dealing with 
sport and leisure, it was an especially pronounced problem for the SLSAA. 

By contrast, different circumstances prevailed in New Zealand, where 
surfbathers never confronted a galvanizing political event like the 1907 'skirt' 
crisis in Sydney and local clubs maintained close links with the RLSS for over 
two decades. Indeed, Pearson attributed the critical difference between the 
Australian and New Zealand organizations to their historical relationships with 
the RLSS. 'In general', he wrote, 'relationships between these two bodies in 
Australia were characterised by conflict with occasional periods of calm, while 
in New Zealand the reverse was the case'.86 

The RLSS had either a direct or indirect involvement in the formation of the 
original seven clubs in New Zealand. New Brighton, Castlecliff and Sumner 
were branches of the RLSS. Although Maranui was technically an independent 
surf lifesaving club, the chairman of the Wellington Head Centre of the RLSS, 
G.S. Hill, presided over the public meeting which launched the club. He also 
became a vice-president of the club and helped lobby the Wellington council for 
£50 towards a clubhouse.87 Similarly, the president of the Otago Head Centre of 
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the RLSS, W. Davidson, gave his 'hearty support' when surfbathing enthusiasts 
launched the Pacific Surf Club (PSC) in Dunedin.88 Moreover, the St Clair Life 
Saving Club, formed by members of the PSC's St Clair branch a month later, 
'functioned under the auspices of the RLSS'.89 Lyall Bay and Worser Bay were 
initially branches of the New Zealand Amateur Swimming Association (NZAS A), 
which had been founded in Auckland in 1890. NZAS A, too, was an RLSS 
affiliate. 

Military symbolism was a feature of both SLSAA and the New Zealand Surf 
Life Saving Association (NZSLSA). Australian and New Zealand lifesavers 
both 'inherited the ANZAC tradition' ,90 'The sloping fields of Waterloo, so often 
read in our history books, seem to have come to light once again', wrote Norman 
Ingram, a former president of NZSLSA, when describing the march-past 
competition at the 1935 national championships: 'they came over the top of the 
sloping sand drifts and levelled off again'.91 New Zealand officers also encour-
aged club members to compete in sporting events as a way to hone rescue skills 
and generate interest and keenness. NZSLSA's two most prestigious sporting 
competitions, the Wigram and Nelson shields, were introduced in 1911 and 1915 
respectively.92 But a sporting ethos did not become ingrained in the New Zealand 
lifesaving movement until the 1950s. The grand, pulsating surf carnival, a 
feature of the Sydney beach scene by the First World War, was several decades 
away in New Zealand. The inaugural competitions for both the Wigram and 
Nelson shields were held in conjunction with the New Zealand swimming 
championships and even in the early 1930s RLSS carnivals included only four 
events. SBANSW championship carnivals featured nine events before the 
1920s.93 In short, the embryonic lifesaving movement in New Zealand remained 
tied to the RLSS's humanitarian traditions and ethos. 

Despite efforts by Canterbury surf lifesavers to form an independent national 
association immediately after the First World War, the NZSLSA did not emerge 
until 1932. Ironically, this was a reaction to another attempt by Cantabrians to 
form a national body. Canterbury was the early home of surf lifesaving in New 
Zealand. In 1912, Cantabrian lifesavers brought together the RLSS Head 
Centres in New Zealand, which had been established by William Henry during 
his tour of the country two years earlier.94 In 1919 and 1920 the Canterbury Surf 
Lifesaving Association (CSLSA), an affiliate of the RLSSNZ, made 'strenuous' 
but unsuccessful efforts to 'take control of reel lifesaving away from the 
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RLSS'.95 In 1931, when the CSLSA again approached clubs to defect from the 
RLSS, the Society's council 'invited' surf lifesaving officials in Wellington to 
form a new national association with its headquarters in the capital.96 

Surfbathing in Australia and New Zealand helped transform prudish and 
repressive Victorian ideas about the public presentation of the body. In the 
process of transformation, surfbathers organized themselves into clubs which 
became the foundations of lifesaving movements. Although economic interests 
underpinned the rise of lifesaving in both countries, the specific philosophies of 
the respective movements reflected the different strategies adopted by local 
surfbathers to legitimize their activity and secure their place at the beach. 
Surfbathers in Australia and New Zealand organized to defend themselves 
against middle-class moralists, who charged them with indecent and immoral 
behaviour, and accused them of lacking discipline. In Australia, the debate over 
the public presentation of bathing bodies reached a climax in the 'skirt' protests 
of 1907. The issue galvanized surfbathers to form an exclusive association 
which, within a few years, had shed its ties with the RLSS. The SBA's primary 
strategy of legitimization was to turn the beach into a military parade ground and 
sporting arena, thereby 'proving' members' commitment to discipline. Part of 
the logic of this strategy was to subject the revealed body to the 'normalizing' 
influence and disciplining eye of public surveillance. As the editors of Surf in 
Australia, the mouthpiece of the SLSAA, put it in 1937, during the height of 
another costume controversy, this time concerning whether men should expose 
their chests on beaches, 'it should be our aim to encourage young men to take 
pride in their physique. This cannot be better encouraged than the opportunity to 
expose their rippling muscles to sunshine, fresh air and public eye.'97 Early 
Australian surfbathers and lifesavers regarded themselves as sports-men and 
women. Healthy sport was the means by which they initially legitimized their 
presence on the beach; humanitarianism was an afterthought. 

New Zealand surfbathers organized themselves into clubs several years after 
their Australian counterparts, and they faced less intense pressure from local 
moralists. Indeed, humanitarian and safety arguments were sufficient to mollify 
New Zealand moralists' concerns about the undressed state of surfbathers. 
Surfbathing clubs in New Zealand maintained their links with the RLSS longer 
than the Australian clubs. They stressed the rescue and safety component of the 
movement, and did not develop the sporting side of what was viewed as a leisure 
pastime. Only after the Second World War did New Zealand surf lifesavers 
embrace the sporting ethos of Australian surf lifesaving. At that point, more than 
three decades of 'unique' history and distinct philosophy separated the two 
associations. 
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